I. Introduction
HIS study seeks to impart additional validity to recent developments in the combustion instability algorithm utilized in the Standard Stability Prediction Program (SSP) and employed by the propulsion industry for prognostic insight. Recent studies by Flandro and Majdalani 3, 4 have resulted in a more comprehensive combustion stability formulation utilizing both irrotational (acoustic) and rotational (vortical) flow variables. This was accomplished by implementing unsteady rotational flow terms at the ground level and retaining such terms throughout the linear stability analysis. The improved methodology invokes spatial and temporal averaging methods that bring about ten volume integrals denoted as stability growth rates. The summation of these ten stability integrals represents the exponential growth (or decay) of oscillatory energy within the combustion chamber. A study performed by Fischbach, Flandro and Majdalani 5 has successfully converted the ten volume integrals into more amenable surface forms. The outcome of that study is presented in Table 1 . The necessity for conversion emanates from the complexities of the solenoidal (rotational) flowfield. Integration of unsteady rotational flow terms over the chamber volume is an extremely daunting problem that is costly in both computer resources and accuracy. Confining the integration to the chamber surfaces greatly simplifies the evaluation of the individual stability factors, while making full use of the acoustic flowfield. Surface integrals enable us to evaluate the individual growth rate factors while only knowing the local pressure and pressure gradients. This removes any ambiguity and consternation that is brought about by attempting to accurately define terms such as the unsteady vorticity throughout the chamber volume. Higher accuracy is entailed through the use of the well-established acoustic terms. As for the integral conversions themselves, they are achieved via the extensive use of vector identities, the divergence theorem, and asymptotic techniques. T Verification of these newly generated surface integrals is attempted with the use of the conventional circular port and slab motor geometries. Both asymptotic and numerical evaluations are presented. Asymptotic techniques are utilized for their ability to add deep insight into the underlying physics of a phenomenon, along with providing an approximate analytical form that greatly reduces calculations. The need for greater physical understanding will be demonstrated to be essential during this validation process. The two benchmark cases are chosen because of their extensive use in both experimental and numerical modeling of rocket combustion stability. The circular port motor is currently employed by Blomshield [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] at the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) in combustion stability related studies. Researchers such as Apte and Yang, 11, 12 Casalis et al., [13] [14] [15] [16] Liou et al., [17] [18] [19] and Vuillot et al. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] are making use of the slab (opposed plane) shape. This study will employ the nomenclature from previous work covering the internal burning cylinder 2, 3, 26, 27 and slab motor, 1, [28] [29] [30] respectively Figure 1 illustrates the attendant geometry. 
A. Surface Integral Evaluation
Due to the simplicity of the recently derived surface integrals their evaluation is straightforward, 5 especially for the internal burning cylinder. Starting with the final integral expression for pressure coupling, one has
The two integrals can be expressed as
Performing the prescribed integration leads to
Similarly, from 
At first glance, the above formulation appears quite daunting. However, by noting that at 1 r = many of the terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (6) reduce to unity because 
It has been alluded to in previous studies 3, 26 that the rotational flow correction and flow-turning terms are equal and opposite for a full length grain. This can be confirmed here; starting with 
The integral for a circular port motor becomes ( ) The exact correspondence between the final versions of 4 α and 5 α , for a full length grain, confirms the earlier insinuations to that effect. 3, 26 Using similar arguments, the mean vortical correction simplifies to ( ) 
And so, evaluation of the double integral reads
As we move on to consider 7 α , we note that during the lengthy conversion of this viscous correction, we were forced to utilize the Von Kàrmàn-Polhausen method. 5 This method is applied using the assumption that, within the boundary layer, the length scales are such that a flat plate model may be utilized. This requires that a correction factor of two-thirds be applied when the surface integral is to be evaluated for a circular port motor. This is done to compensate for the lack of curvature in the flat plate model. 32 At the outset the surface form of 7 α becomes ( )
Upon substitution of the pressure, one gets ( )
and so
Owing to the fact that 8 α is
is evaluated for a circular port motor using asymptotics; one obtains ( )
Moving on to 9 α and 10 α , we start with ( ) 
One may substitute the circular port flowfield expressions 2, 5, 31 to get
and 
Making use of
sin cos 1
and
Clearly, when evaluated for a full-length circular port motor, 9
In previous work 2 an integrand matching that of 9 α and 10 α has been evaluated using asymptotics and verified numerically. The same can be applied here such that { } 
The newly evaluated growth rate factors are logged and compared to those stemming from previous studies in Table 2 . The individual factors display a strong correlation between volume and surface form. The discrepancy in 2 α is due to the volume form being unable to account for the admittance function at the propellant surface. These terms, being of are ignored for the sake of consistency. As shown in Table 2 , the flow-turning and boundary layer pumping are found identical to their volume forms at leading order. Similarly, 1 α and 6 α show exact agreement. Majdalani and coworkers 2 have shown that the asymptotic expressions for of 9 α and 10 α are identical but opposite in sign. This is confirmed by the current work.
B. Numerical Comparison
Numerical integration of the surface integrals was performed for a group of representative motor geometry and propellant features. Three cardinal cases were selected as characteristic examples for testing combustion instability. 3 These representative motors are employed because they aptly characterize a wide spectrum of motors. Table 3 summarizes their physical parameters. The dimensional growth rates for the representative motors are calculated using Mathematica and posted in Table 4 . The dimensionless growth rates represented in Table 2 α , is skipped knowing its exact value of zero.
It should be mentioned that a similar numerical study has been recently performed 2 in which the original volume integrals are evaluated for a circular port motor and the same cardinal cases described in Table 3 . Results of those volume integrals can be compared to the ones obtained here in an effort to validate the integral conversions. Systemic verification is certainly helpful and represents an essential component of the scientific method. To that end, numerical data from volume integration is displayed in Table 4 . A simple comparison suggests that values displayed in Table 4 are concurrent.
One point of discrepancy stems from the evaluation of the viscous correction, 7 α , for the small motor (where an error of 33% is incurred). This relatively large error can be attributed to the small motor having a viscous parameter in excess of unity. This is also confirmed by comparing the asymptotic forms of 7 α in Table 2 . At leading order the two expressions are identical, but we see that there exist additional ξ corrections in the volume form which are a result of a small ξ assumption during the analysis. The fact that the two forms compare so well at leading order intuitively denotes that the surface form will have the same limitation in ξ as the asymptotic volume form. This helps to bracket the practical range of applicability for the asymptotic solutions, specifically, to motors with 1 ξ < .
The other eight growth rate integrals display a maximum percent error of 8.44%, which occurs in 6 α for the Reusable Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM). The numerical and asymptotic levels of agreement between volume and surface integral forms are gratifying and lend support to the current methodology. Flowfield variables can be difficult to calculate throughout the motor chamber. The surface forms mitigate this problem by offering integrals that are more easily amenable to evaluation and implementation into the SSP code. Numerical evaluation of the surface integrals is performed via the most recent incarnation of the SSP code. This code makes use of the growth rate factors that are of ( ) b O M or larger. As such, 2 α , 3 α and 8 α are not evaluated.
Also, 9
α and 10 α are not programmed in SSP because they have been shown to cancel. Forthwith, the SSP results are presented in Table 7 . Note that they are nearly identical to the numerically evaluated surface integrals given in Table 4 . 
III. Slab Configuration

A. Surface Integral Evaluation
We begin by outlining the evaluation process along similar lines to those followed in the previous section. We first consider
which can be expressed as
Evaluating the given integration results in
Next, the dilatational energy correction can be evaluated from 
Using similar arguments, the mean vortical correction simplifies to ( )
Applying the expression for the gradient of the pressure term yields 
Moving on to 9 α and 10 α , we start with ( ) Table 6 displays the asymptotic growth rate factors achieved from the surface forms along with those derived in a previous study directly from volume integrals. 1 Many similarities are seen between the slab and circular port motor cases. For instance 1 α shows exact agreement between surface and volume forms. Also, the asymptotic values concur at leading order for 2 α , 4 α , 5 α and 6 α . The discrepancy in 2 α is due to the volume form being Despite the daunting appearance of 7 α in its volume form, it can be shown that it matches the surface integral at leading order, with some higher order terms in ξ . This divergence is shared by 6 α and is investigated more thoroughly later. As expected, the asymptotic expressions for the 9 α and 10 α terms are identical and opposite in sign.
B. Numerical Comparison
In much the same fashion as before integration of the surface integrals is performed numerically using a group of representative motors with comparable dimensions to the cardinal cases presented for the circular port motor. It should be mentioned that a similar numerical study has been recently performed 1 in which the original volume integrals are evaluated for a slab rocket motor and the same cardinal cases described in Table 7 . Results of those volume integrals can be compared to the ones obtained here in an effort to validate the newly generated surface integrals. The numerical values displayed in Table 8 show favorable agreement between the two integral forms. The most obvious deviation between the volume and surface forms within the slab geometry appears in the two parameters, aside from flow-turning, that involve unsteady vorticity. The creation of unsteady vorticity at the chamber boundaries is an unavoidable result of satisfying the no slip condition. These terms are dubbed the mean vortical correction and the viscous correction ( 6 α and 7 α respectively) for their physical interpretations.
3,4 Both terms are recent additions to the combustion instability community, being discovered when rotational terms were taken into account. 3 The most evident reason for these numerical discrepancies is the omission of sidewall effects. The slab rocket motor is defined with mass injection from the upper and lower boundaries along with inert vertical boundaries. With the unsteady vorticity being a main driver of these two terms it is important to account for the entire vorticity vector. Figure 2 displays the unsteady vorticity vectors for both the slab and cylindrical motor. For the slab motor the vectors along the sidewalls are displayed as dashed lines because this study does not integrate over the inert surfaces. Integrating solely over the burning surface will cause the vorticity vector to terminate at the sidewalls, which is, of course, unphysical. Figure 2 demonstrates that, for the circular port motor, integrating over the burning surface can accurately account for the unsteady vorticity created at the chamber boundaries. This may be why the volume and surface integrals show better compliance in the circular port motor case. Therefore it may be argued that the application of surface integrals to the burning surface alone is insufficient. We remark that when converting volume integrals into surface form it is essential that all boundaries be included. We thus realize that the conversion of 6 α and 7 α may be remiss by its exclusion of the lateral walls.
Besides physical reasoning this disagreement can be demonstrated with the use of asymptotics. Looking at the asymptotic expressions for 6 α we see that the volume and surface forms are identical at leading order. But, the volume integral has higher-order terms in ξ . Tracing the origin of these terms we see that they originate from the ( ) exp φ is equal to unity. This suggests that irrespective of the approximation used, the higher order terms of ξ are not involved during integration over the burning surface. The remedy lies, perhaps, in taking the sidewalls into account.
Although beyond the scope of this study, implementing sidewall effects may be accomplished with considerable effort. According to Table 1 the mean vortical correction involves the normal projection of the mean velocity vector. Initially one would assume that since the mean flow is zero at the inert sidewall it is not possible to evaluate this term. Yet, further scrutiny suggests that there is a velocity component normal to the sidewall which is induced by the impending boundary layer. Boundary layer displacement will impart a velocity normal to the sidewalls. This term, though small, is likely to be of ( ) b O M , thus worthy of consideration. In analyzing 7 α we experience the same limitation in ξ affecting the small motor. This limitation, as seen in the cylindrical motor, produces a larger α , the discrepancy in these cases is suspected to be a result of the inert sidewalls. Terms of higher order in ξ can only be obtained by integrating over y . Thus, in order to obtain convergence in 7 α , one must quantify the dissipation of energy due to the boundary layer on the chamber's lateral boundaries. It must be noted that during the conversion of 6 α and 7 α some assumptions that may only be valid for the cylindrical model were applied. Curvature effects could also play a role in the numerical discrepancies between volume and surface forms. To look at this problem from a different angle one may recognize that the main reason for the discrepancies in the Cartesian geometry is due to its infinite curvature. By comparison with the cylindrical motor, a slab exhibits a much larger penetration depth of rotational flow ingredients. It therefore inherits a stronger dependence on ξ . In a previous study by Majdalani, 33 ξ was shown to be the reciprocal of the penetration number
, specifically, the key agent in control of the depth of penetration. The irrotational core in the slab is much thinner than in the cylinder. This can be said of both mean and unsteady flow components. The deeper penetration of the mean flow streamlines is illustrated, for example, in the lower half of Figure 3 . The analogous wave dependence is described along similar lines by Majdalani and Roh. 34 The stronger dependence on ξ in the slab motor is evident in the cartesian expressions for 6 α and 7 α in Table 6 . Conversely, the same integrals in Table   2 display weak sensitivity to ξ . This causes the latter to be in better agreement with the surface integral formulas which are independent of the core's sensitivity to the penetration number. Despite the differences in numerical values these errors are within acceptable ranges. The SSP code is used to evaluate the surface integrals in order to augment the in house capabilities. The SSP results are presented in Table 9 where they are shown to nearly match the surface integral values presented in Table 8 . The implementation of surface integrals in the SSP code is possible because the new surface forms are only functions of the local pressure and pressure gradients. This highlights the major achievement of the present study. Terms, which were before deemed too complex to evaluate, can now be calculated for an arbitrary shape handled by SSP.
IV. Conclusion
The current study validates a useful step forward in improving our modeling capabilities of acoustic instability growth for motors undergoing linear oscillations. It has been demonstrated that the newly generated surface integral form of the combustion stability growth rate terms successfully reproduces, within an acceptable range of error, the numerical values of the more complex volume form. It must be noted that these integrals correspond to the linear growth rate regime preceding the onset of nonlinear oscillations. From this standpoint, it may be seen that a key contribution of this study lies, perhaps, in its proof-of-concept role in converting the linear stability growth rates. Here they are shown to be amenable to surface transformation despite their relative complexity. The feasibility of this approach may be readily extended to other combustion instability mechanisms that are expressed in volume integral form. For instance this study does not attempt to convert the terms corresponding to particle damping, distributed combustion or velocity coupling. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] These remain to be addressed or resolved as needed. Another key aspect that this study addresses is the impact of retaining the pseudopressure which is often neglected in the literature. Being the unsteady pressure wave (or pseudosound) generated at solid boundaries, p is ignored in stability assessments because of its small magnitude and its rapid decay away from the burning surface. However, considering that most important instability mechanisms occur in close vicinity to the propellant surface, it is not surprising that one of the two pseudo corrections is large (i.e., 9 α ). 4 This point is confirmed in the present analysis as pseudosound-related corrections are carefully examined in both volume and surface form. In later studies, it may be shown that 9 α and 10 α can cancel each other's contribution for a general flowfield. The same can be said of flow-turning and other rotational flow corrections made manifest in recent work. The updating of SSP via surface integrations should eliminate the need to evaluate the vortical flowfield over the chamber volume. This will not only simplify the evaluation of the stability integrals, but will greatly enhance the accuracy of SSP predictions. Subsequently, users of the code will only need to be concerned with providing accurate estimates of propellant properties and injection characteristics along the motor boundaries.
Current nonlinear combustion instability approaches have displayed strong dependency on the linear models. In fact, a nonlinear solution cannot be obtained without a full understanding of linear behavior. A recent study by Flandro et al. 44 has shown appreciable progress on this front. 
